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Assignment 3.1: Bad Designs

#1 CD cellophane wrapping:

Maybe it's quickly becoming an obsolete technology, and it certainly has been an evolving design, but how long does it take me to unwrap a
new CD? There are no handles to grab, no indicated entry point, no lift and pull , no instructions. We are just left to having the proper tool
at hand, wherever we may be, and what is that tool? Do they make a CD wrapper opener? Sometimes my fingernails are long enough and
sharp enough to find that vulnerable crease in the plastic case, and I manage to open it like a real pro. Not often though. Admittedly I've
only purchased 2 CDs in my entire life, both as gifts for other people, so they had to figure it out. The other 300 CDs were either given to
me or I made them myself.

#2 Universal principles of design:

He's got to be kidding, right? Writing a book on principles of design and putting it in light grey type, on white background in a small
unreadable font? I'm sure this is a test of our gullibility, (Prof. Muller, are you there . . ?) or else I'm mad, or my computer downloaded it
wrong, or the scan resolution was just too low. If we are to read it at all, please make the letters dark enough and large enough, or put
light letters on a dark background. I can view this PDF at "Actual Size" and immediately my eyes get tired from the strain.

Visibility
The usability of a system is improved when its status and
methods of use are clearly visible.
According to the principie of visibility, systems are more usable when they clearly
indicate their status, the possible actions that can be performed, and the consequences of the actions once performed. For example, a red light could be used to
indicate whether or not a device is receiving power; illuminated controls could be
used to indicate controls that are currently available; and distinct auditory and
tactile feedback could be used to acknowledge that actions have been performed
and completed. The principie of visibility is based on the fact that people are
better at recognizing solutions when selecting from a set of options, than recalling
solutions from memory. When it comes to the design of complex systems, the
principie of visibility is perhaps the most important and most violated principie
of design.'

#3 Knees:

How could I, a simple, humble, human being, think that the *Creator's design is flawed?
(*option to substitute "Intelligent" Design, random accidental mutations, evolutionary path of greatest adaptability).
How many people of "a certain age" do you know who have gotten knee replacement surgery? I can think of at least ten, and most of them
had BOTH knees done. These were for the most part active healthy people - dancers, construction worker, tennis player, even a science
teacher (my dad). But not extremists. Just how long does the warranty last on our knees? Not long enough. It's the impact, combined with
the motion, combined with the weight bearing, plus the torque, and the flexibility. Things wear down, grind away, dissolve, lose their
lubrication, tear, dislocate, grow extra bone, diminish bone mass. The knee has so many functions, and the susceptibility of damage or
injury is high.
Are we even meant to live longer than our knees?

